Effects of tumour necrosis factor and alpha interferon on chronic B cell malignancies.
Tumour necrosis factor (TNF) induces the lysis of many malignant cells in vitro and regression of some tumours in vivo. However, TNF is also a growth factor for normal fibroblasts, T cells and B cells and we have recently shown that TNF can also act as a growth factor for chronic B cell neoplasms, including hairy cell leukaemia and B-CLL. In these cells it promotes proto-oncogene expression, RNA and DNA synthesis and increases overall cell survival. Stimulation appears to be autocrine in nature since exposure of the neoplastic cells to recombinant TNF protein induces the corresponding messenger RNA and synthesis of the protein itself. TNF induced proto-oncogene expression and DNA synthesis occur over a substantially longer time period than when the cells are stimulated with agents such as TPA and Calcium ionophore (2), but we have no evidence that the delay represents the time taken to generate TNF dependent secondary cytokines such as IL-1 and IL6. Alpha interferon opposes TNF mediated activation and our recent data indicate that this effect is independent of alpha interferon down regulation of TNF receptors. It appears to be related instead to a decreased accumulation of TNF mRNA which occurs contemporaneously with an alpha interferon induced rise in 2-5 A synthetase. If TNF dependent growth is important for the survival of B-CLL cells, then agents which mimic alpha interferon or which block TNF induced autocrine growth would be predicted to be of therapeutic benefit.